living"(5). Neither man held a Ph.D., but they were "freethinkers" who read and interpreted the signs and texts of nature with exceptional clarity and insight, recorded them faithfully in numerous journals, letters, and later, of course, in influential books, all of which created legions of fans and followers, including Leopoldian disciples and Rickettsian "Ed Heads. " These "spectacular men, " Lannoo claims, "should be embraced for being so impressively progressive as judged by the standards of their time, and in some cases still by the standards of ours" (140). Their output was relatively slim-two major books each-but those books were truly special. Leopold's Game Management (1933) and the posthumous Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There (1949) and Ricketts's Between Pacific Tides (1939) , written with Jack Calvin, and Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of Travel and Research (1941) , written with John Steinbeck, had far reaching influence and changed the way conservation work and marine biology was conducted.
The way in which Leopold's and Ricketts's reputations and influence have increased exponentially since their deaths nearly seventy years ago bears out Lannoo's claim. Between Pacific Tides, the first field guide to the Pacific's intertidal fauna organized on ecological principles, not taxonomic ones, had a bumpy road to publication and was roundly criticized by Stanford University Press's manuscript reviewers before the Press eventually published it. Not to worry: a fifth edition of Between Pacific Tides is still in print and widely regarded as a model marine science text. A facsimile of the complete Sea of Cortez, with Steinbeck's narrative Log and Ricketts's Pyhletic Catalog, is thankfully once again available, this time in inexpensive paperback format from Penguin Books. If you are a purist, this is the edition for you, as it represents the unique cross-disciplinary structure as Steinbeck and Ricketts originally intended, which is to say, the subjective prose narrative is placed in direct conversation with and counterpoint to the objective specimen catalog. The Log portion, the narrative section, of Sea of Cortez has been in print on its own since its individual appearance in 1951 (with Ricketts's name inexplicably expunged from the title page, but Steinbeck's memoir, "About Ed Ricketts, " included) and is available as an individual text in Penguin's 20th Century Classics series (with an introduction by Richard Astro) and as part of The Library of America's second Steinbeck volume, The Grapes of Wrath and Other Writings 1936-1941. Leopold's path to publishing success was also initially bumpy and protracted. His masterpiece, A Sand County Almanac, which is not a monograph in any traditional sense, but a hybrid collection of essays in different scientific and philosophical registers, has, since the mid-1960s, been a go-to book for generations of environmentalists, professionals and lay persons alike; and Lannoo estimates it has sold over a million copies (149 Leopold and Ricketts were both midwesterners, born ten years and only about two-hundred miles apart in Iowa in 1887 and in Illinois in 1897, respectively, and coincidentally, they died within weeks of each other in April and May 1948-Ricketts in a car/train accidents; Leopold of a heart attack while helping fight a wild fire. They never met and they probably did not read each other's work. Except for sharing an enthusiasm for W. C. Allee's seminal Animal Aggregations (Allee was Ricketts's mentor at the University of Chicago), the two men were widely different in their lifestyles and their views of the world, differences Lannoo is especially effective in characterizing.
Leopold, the more solitary of the two and a habitual early riser, eventually followed a traditional academic route by affiliating with the University of Wisconsin; Ricketts, ever the night owl and sociable bon vivant, never finished his university training and always operated as a maverick outlier, motivated as much by his scientific curiosity as by the commercial demands of his collecting business. In fact, neither man was unsullied in the way we now (perhaps unreasonably) expect our ecologists to be: Ricketts, a preservationist, sold specimens he collected to educational and research institutions to make the income that kept his business and his life going (Lannoo calls him a "haggard small businessman" [106]); Leopold, an outspoken conservationist (his letters to the editors of Field and Stream and Outdoor Life, printed in the new Library of America anthology, are worth the price of the volume), was an avid, experienced hunter and fisherman. So much for political correctness. "The spirit of Leopold and Ricketts is found in the ideas that question convention and move a discipline forward, not in the ideologies that constrain and dictate" (Lannoo 157).
Lannoo does not make enough of the ironies implicit in those contextual "shortcomings" (140) and impurities (especially Ricketts's alcoholism and the degree to which it sparked his concept of "breaking through"), nor does he give enough credit to Steinbeck's writerly abilities in transforming Ricketts's notes and ideas into memorable prose (Steinbeck once said Sea of Cortez was the book he was most proud of writing). But these are small caveats that do not distract from this Plutarchian parallel life study and do nothing to impede an understanding of the full extent of Leopold's and Ricketts's profound impact on science and our perception of the natural world today. In lively alternating companion chapters and a series of brief, lyrically infused intercalary chapters-all blessedly free of cant, jargon, or technical obfuscation-Lannoo shows how both men influenced the emergence of environmentalism and conservation biology in an era when, because "natural history" and "field biology" study was still the norm, the concept of ecology was in its "infancy. " Leopold and Ricketts "worked at a time when ecology was a word so new to the world of ideas that they . . . rarely used it" (3). In particular, Lannoo examines how they each derived their prescient ideas about the possible future of humanity based on their understanding of natural communities in woods and uplands for Leopold, and marine littoral for Ricketts.
Their two most iconic texts-Sea of Cortez and Sand County Almanac-have shared roots in the natural history tradition and shared messages that Lannoo considers "timeless. " Besides being hybrid texts that meld lyric narrative, scientific observation, and philosophical musing, both works demonstrate that humans cannot place themselves above earth's ecosystems and continue to survive. In other words, each book enacts the necessity of relatedness. In light of current environmental issues such as climate change, invasive species, raw materials extraction, and damaged or collapsing ecosystems, Leopold's and Ricketts's most important shared ideas emerge as powerful keys to understanding the wrong turns of our past and avoiding them in the future.". . . Leopold addresses how one can lead an ethical life (well grounded in the land and in biodiversity), while . . . Ricketts addresses how one can lead an engaged life (with broad interests that span conventional topics and approaches. . . . Both . . . may be required for change" (Lannoo 154).
Which is to say that Leopold wanted to instill in society a Land Ethic-a form of "individual restraint to curb a purely material focus-when addressing issues pertaining to the natural world" (101), whereas, in Sea of Cortez, Ricketts and Steinbeck sought something in the lives of humans "akin to the unified field theory in physics. They wished to combine science and religion into a larger, more inclusive philosophical structure that could serve as a guide to living a life that is rich and full, and packed with meaning" (Lannoo 101-02). For these men, a holistic view of humans-in-nature, not above it, was paramount. The "spirit" of Ricketts and Leopold, Lannoo claims, "can be found in the most powerful idea of the twentieth century: the notion that economies and other societal behaviors must be driven by individuals and grounded in ecological principles if they are to be sustainable" (158-59).
By my reckoning, John Steinbeck's name or the titles of his works appear on only fifty-seven pages in this economical book (a bit over two-hundred pages in length), and of those references, only seventeen pages are devoted to discussions of his solitary work apart from his co-authored work with Ricketts. So, although he is mentioned only a handful of times on his own, this elegant, compact book is one with which every Steinbeckian should be familiar, because it provides deep background for the novelist's environmental concerns. Because of pioneering work in the past four decades by Joel Hedgpeth, Richard Astro, Katherine Rodger, and Eric Enno Tamm, the importance of polymath Ed Ricketts's influence on bosom companion John Steinbeck and his writings (and vice-versa) has been thoroughly documented. And now Professor Lannoo's work also opens a further space in which considerations of Steinbeck's environmentalism and his own version of ecological holism can be seen as forming concurrently with Leopold's. There is no evidence that Steinbeck ever read or even knew about Leopold's ideas, but as Derek Gladwin and other scholars have noted recently, Steinbeck worked out an ethical perspective, a land ethic, as Leopold named it, on his own in To a God Unknown, The Pastures of Heaven, The Red Pony, and elsewhere. We should not forget that The Grapes of Wrath's ex-preacher Jim Casy did his wilderness service, not in the name of God, but in the name of the Earth, and discovered that "'There was the hills, an' there was me, an' we wasn't separate no more. We was one thing. An' that one thing was holy. '" Casy's realization aligns with the "deep thing, " the "breaking through" that Ricketts and Leopold hoped would transform environmental conscience (155; 158).
In their own time, Leopold's Wisconsin River shack and Ricketts's Pacific Ocean laboratory were "gathering points" for all kinds of like-minded colleagues, compatriots, friends, family, onlookers, fans, party crashers, and the downright curious and nosy. Compared to Leopold's more sedate and solitary family digs, Ed's Lab had a kaleidoscopic, over-the-top carnival life of its own, memorably immortalized in prose by John Steinbeck, especially in Cannery Row (the only full treatment of a marine biologist in English fiction, Joel Hedgpeth once claimed) and later, more cartoonishly, in Sweet Thursday. "Leopold's Shack and Ricketts's Lab provided the settings for these men to transcend their professional philosophies and move into the realm of common experience. These are the places we celebrate the spirit of the two men" (Lannoo 77).
Both the shack and the lab have become "shrines" though very few, Lannoo claims, have visited both (6). I count myself fortunate to have been one of the few pilgrims to both sites. I was inside the lab (now a private men's club) many years ago with Virginia Scardigli, who had had a fairly regular part in its life. She told me about sharing a microscope with Steinbeck as they looked at ghost shrimp laid out on slides. Steinbeck, who was raised Episcopalian but who, according to Elaine Steinbeck, was more a Christian humanist than an orthodox believer, exclaimed to Scardigli: "I think I saw God!" Scardigli was a delightfully dramatic person and her "Eureka!" anecdote lit up the unadorned room, serving as a glimpse into the intellectual and creative ferment of the lab's halcyon days.
Last summer, on my annual drive to Montana to fly fish, I stopped in Baraboo, Wisconsin, at the impressive Leopold Legacy Center, then drove a few miles down the road to his homely shack, accessible only on foot, to pay respects. My companion and I had the place to ourselves. Ourselves, that is, and a rarely seen local inhabitant: a long-billed American woodcock (scolopax minor), a most reclusive bird about the size of a robin (though not nearly so abundant or observable), which fluttered up from the access trail. Nothing could have been more fitting, for Leopold was the poet laureate of the American woodcock, and his paean, in Sand County Almanac, to the male's spring-time breeding ritual, which he called a "sky dance, " is among the high points of upland bird literature.
After reading the key Leopold and Ricketts/Steinbeck texts, if personal visits to the outposts in Baraboo and Monterey where the principals did their greatest work are not possible, then Michael Lannoo's captivating book is the next best thing. Read it, study it, and you will be almost there where both men "broke through the boundaries of traditional science into the realm of personal experience, both theirs and ours" (45) (46) . So whether such experiences are direct or vicarious, they augment critical awareness and fuel passion for further inquiry, which, for readers of Steinbeck Review, means opening new and intriguing pathways to John Steinbeck's life and work.
